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Aims for the session:
• Understand REDCap interface
• Getting your project onto a tablet
• Navigating the tablet
• Sending data
• Editing your project
• Error messages
• Technology recommendations
• Additional features (time 

permitting)
• Making mobile friendly instruments
• Repeating instruments and 

longitudinal studies

Adolescent Shamba Maisha Team happy after learning REDCap Mobile
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Getting started on the interface

Takes you to the 
main page

Most used parts of 
interface

Review of data 
already collected; 
manually enter data

Scheduling, data 
downloads, data 
quality checks and 
other data tools, and 
most importantly, all 
of the Mobile App 
features 3



Getting started on the interface

Add team members and manage 
their access levels

Optional customizations, such as 
randomization or longitudinal “add-
ons”

Where you’ll spend a lot of 
time…setting up the instrument!

Some quick minor settings that you 
may select such as repeating 
instruments or a longitudinal 
customization (will discuss later)
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Making your instruments mobile friendly

In online data collections / 
surveys, you can put everything 
in one instrument with page 
breaks to split up long sections 
of questions for the participant. 

For the mobile app, there are 
no page break functionalities 
on the tablet/remote device. 
This means where you might 
want a true “break,” you should 
use separate forms. 5



Making your questions mobile friendly pt 1

Radio > Drop down for app users

Doesn’t work with the mobile app

Choosing your variable type I make a notes box for every 
instrument for the data collectors 
to communicate with me.  

Calculated fields are useful for 
saving time on variable creation in 
analysis phase (ex: making BMI) and 
for data checks (i.e. anthropometry) 
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Making your questions mobile friendly pt 2

Mark all as required. REDCap
Mobile will alert the data 
collector to a missing 
question. 

You can allow people to have 
de-identified databases, so 
you must mark the identifiers 
for REDCap to exclude. 

I use this as a clarifier or 
reminder for the data 
collectors. For example, 
enter the date in XX format; 
enter 99 if missing, etc. 

You can use HTML code to color code the responses by language:
0, No<font color="green">/Oyoo</font><font color="blue">/La</font>
1, Yes<font color="green">/Ee</font><font color="blue">/Ndiyo</font>

Number instruments with no 
skip patterns to help find 
missing data!
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Getting REDCap Mobile set up on your device pt 1

Make sure “allows 
user to collect data 

offline” selected

Two steps online:
1. Go to user rights and for 

the appropriate users, 
select edit rights. Make 
sure the “Allows user to 
collect data offline” is 
selected

Select user rights

Decide if user should 
have access to ALL 

data 8



Two steps online:
2. Go to REDCap Mobile App 
and then make sure you have 
requested an API token. 

Getting the token is not 
immediate and can take a few 
hours if you are working in a 
far away time zone—go on 
and do it in the early stages of 
setting up your project. 

Getting REDCap Mobile set up on your device pt 2
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Image borrowed from Vanderbilt 
University’s “Using REDCAP Mobile 
App” guide, 2016

Three steps on your tablet:
1. Download REDCap from the 

googleplay or App store (free)

2. Create an admin (only you)

Getting REDCap Mobile set up on your device pt 3

This is the 
only 

interface on 
the admin 

log-in
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Getting REDCap Mobile set up on your device pt 4

Image borrowed from Vanderbilt 
University’s “Using REDCAP Mobile 
App” guide, 2016

Piece of advice: 
Document all the 

usernames and pins 
in one document for 

the study 
coordinators. 

People will forget 
their log ins at first!

Three steps on your tablet:
1. Download REDCap from the 

googleplay or App store (free)

2. Create an admin (only you)

3. Create data collectors, i.e., app 
users IF they are not on the 
REDCap online system  on each 
device. 

 In my experience, we have 
had one device per data 
collector, so set up one log-
in per tablet
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To add a new project:  
(should only happen once per project)

You *must* be 
connected to a semi-

decent internet 
connection to download 
data for a new project.

Two ways to get a new project:
1. Scan the code 
2. Enter a long code (so try #1 first)

*Both options are time sensitive*
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On the REDCap online platform

After you have had 
someone scan, you have 
the opportunity to label 
the device. 
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This can be helpful for 
tracking refreshing, data 
syncs, cutting a tablet off 
from sending data, etc 
among app users



Logging in to the mobile app

Looks the same if WiFi or not Wifi connection No Wifi connection 14



Inside your device—My Projects

Wifi connection No WiFiAlways looks the same 15



Project settings on the tablet

This is what it looks like under 
project admin

Depending on your project 
type, select the correct sync 
method. Only repeating 
forms and longitudinal 
studies should use sync 3.0

Use the old render form as 
recommended as the new 
one is still in development
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Collecting data for a project: 3 simple steps
1: Select “Collect data” 2: Select instrument 3: Select “Create New Record”

To make sure they must start 
at the “top”, under project 
setup, select  “enable as a 

survey” and under options, 
select “(Optional) Auto-
continue to next survey”

Once here, select create new 
record and you are ready to 

collecting data!
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Screen Controls

• You will only likely need to adjust the font.

• Secure the instrument means you have to 
enter a password to navigate within the 
app.

• To exit this, tap “Hide instrument controls”
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Securing the instrument(s)
A unique 

feature that 
allows you to 

essentially lock 
the screen on 

the instrument. 
When might you 
want to use this 

feature?

This is the alert that will come up. Secure
this instrument means they can only stay on
that page. Secure ALL Instruments means
they can move around in a project.

This is what the screen looks like for Secure
this instrument. Notice you cannot move
forward. You must enter your pin to
“release” the instrument.
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Inside the instrument….

When changing a response after you have 
already selected one, try to remember to 

use the reset button. 

This is *most* important for skip patterns 
and text response questions, so best to get 

into the habit for all question types. 
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Branching (skip patterns)

• Let’s say you have the 
following series of questions:

• Have you ever been tested for 
HIV?

• If YES: When was the last time 
you had an HIV test?

• What was the result of this most 
recent HIV test?

• IF NO: [auto-branching to the 
next section]

And then the participant changes their 
response….

You must first reset the answer. You will then get 
this error message not just once, but for every
question linked…it can be annoying!! 21



Bottom of the instrument page
Note any issues here, such as participant 
being distracted, falling asleep, or if there 
were inconsistent answers. Or any REDCap
issues. Note anything that may help 
explain irregularities in the data. 

Save the record! This is *VERY* important! 
It will also take you back to the main screen 
for the instrument.  

This takes you to the next instrument in the 
order of your instruments

Mark the form as complete once it is 
complete!!
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Most common error message-DO NOT IGNORE!!
This means the data collector 
missed a field on the form. If 

you read the top part carefully 
it will tell you the first few 

letters of the question to help 
you identify. 

Hit “cancel”, go find the 
missing field, correct it, and try 

again until you don’t see this 
error!

This nice feature reduces 
missing data *only* if you 

mark questions as required
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Projects with multiple instruments

Select save and go 
to next 

instrument. 

This will take you 
to the next form 

in the instrument. 
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Editing data on the tablet

Tap the red instrument bar to go 
back to the list of instruments. You 
just have to remember the record 
number (most recent on bottom).
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Save the record and tap the 
arrow at the top left

Select the form you want 
to edit and select it. Then 
select the record number. 
Make sure to use “reset”



Finishing data collection, part 1 

Keep filling out the forms until you 
reach the final form….you’ll know 
you’ve reach it when it no longer 

says “Save and Go to Next 
Instrument”. 

Then you can just select save record, 
which will take you back to the 

instruments portal for that record 
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Finishing data collection, part 2

Notice the colors by the record 
numbers….red means not complete (i.e. 

skipped a required question) or it you 
didn’t select “Complete”.

This is instrument by instrument, not 
record by record. 
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Longitudinal Studies part 1

Step 2: Make sure to designate individual 
instruments for your events under Project 
Setup Define your events and designate 
instruments for them Designate Instruments

Step 1: Define your events (i.e. data collection time 
points) under Project Setup Define your events 
and designate instruments for themDefine my 
events
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Longitudinal studies, part 2

Selecting the record 
looks the same…

However once you 
select it, you see you 
have options to pick the 
different events. Once 
you select an event, you 
will only be able to 
collect data that you 
previously designated 
for that specific event. 
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Longitudinal studies, part 3

For longitudinal and cross-sectional projects, REDCap offers a nice dashboard online where you can 
track completeness of instruments by record ID over events (for longitudinal projects). 30



Sending data—part 1

Connect to 
WiFi and tap 
“Send Data to 
Server”

2. This is the 
next screen. 
Tap “Begin 
Send of All 
Data”
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Sending data—part 2

This is what it 
looks like if 
the sync was 
unsuccessful. 
If that 
happens, try 
again. 

This is what it 
looks like if the 
sync was 
successful. Just 
select “Back to 
Project”
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Refreshing the tablet
• REDCap officially recommends that 

data is refreshed after each sync

• Lila officially recommends that you 
DON’T!

• For remote data collection in 
areas with suboptimal internet, 
wait until you confirmed you have 
received the data to the server.

• When you refresh set up and data, it 
erases the data off the tablet. This is 
ok if all the data is on the server—but 
if not, you just lost the data! 33



Downloading data from the server to your device

• Cross-sectional studies
• Do not download the data from the 

server
• There is an option for this on user controls 

for people who you set up on the REDCap
webpage

• Longitudinal studies
• Trickier among multi-site locations 

• Downloading data from the server is useful 
for syncing correctly with the dashboard

• Must have strong internet connection
• May want to copy paste projects and collect  

by site if not too many sites
• Otherwise may consider foregoing the 

dashboard feature 34



Editing your project after it has gone live: 
Try to avoid as much as possible!

Online Next steps…

Result 1: All changes approved 
automatically

For example, changing 
wording or adding a category
Adding a new questions
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Editing your project after it has gone live: 
Try to avoid as much as possible!

Online Next steps…

Result 1: All changes approved 
automatically

For example, changing 
wording or adding a category
Adding a new questions

All devices collecting data need to be synced to the server (to send all 
new data) and then refreshed (to download changes)
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Editing your project after it has gone live: 
Try to avoid as much as possible!

Online Next steps…

Result 1: All changes approved 
automatically

For example, changing 
wording or adding a category
Adding a new questions

All devices collecting data need to be synced to the server (to send all 
new data) and then refreshed (to download changes)

Result 2: Changes need to be 
reviewed:

• Changing a variable 
substantially:

• Changing variable type
• Changing a skip pattern 

that affects already 
collected data,

• Changing numerical 
categories (1 to 0, for 
example)
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Report from REDCap Administrator

You’ll 
receive an 

email with a 
link that 

leads you to 
an overview 

like this. 
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It will detail changes variable by variable

The black text is the new 
changes/values, grey text current 

(pre-edit) values 
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Editing your project after it has gone live: 
Try to avoid as much as possible!

Online Next steps

Result 1: All changes approved 
automatically

For example, changing 
wording or adding a category
Adding a new questions

All devices collecting data need to be synced to the server (to send all 
new data) and then refreshed (to download changes)

Result 2: Changes need to be 
reviewed

Changing a variable 
substantially, like changing 
variable type, changing a skip 
pattern that affects already 
collected data, changing 
numerical categories (1 to 0, 
for ex)

• Option 1: accept the changes and download the data pre-edits in its 
current form, save it, and edit it to match the new data format, and 
merge together later for analysis

• Option 2: Make a new variable moving forward, use skip patterns to 
skip the old variable, and combine the variables in the analysis form 
(depending on the issue/reason for change)

• Option 3: If very few participants and variables, hard code those 
changes either online (edit form) or in your code (once you download 
the data)
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Error Messages: 

The most common message I have seen and 
received in late night whatsapp messages!

Meaning: internet not strong enough. 
Solution: Keep trying to send; try new connection

Mystery error message that 
prevented data syncing for two 

weeks!

Solution: 
After checking 
syncing, tablet 
updates, and 
other possible 
issues: 
1 Enter data 
manually from 
tablets onto the 
server
2. Remove the 
project and 
reset it
3. Test sending 
data
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Remote data management
• Record ID likely won’t match your study ID

• You can also search records by variables you 
chose (your study ID, site, data collector, etc.)

• Set fields to link instruments to specific data 
collectors with more than one identifier for 
large teams

• For example, interviewer initials, site ID, and 
participant initials

• Control what staff see by setting certain 
variables which may reveal arm as 
identifiers

• Run weekly reports and send to field 
coordinator to confirm enrollment / 
completion numbers

• Practice data collection on tablet as well as 
sending data many times before going live!
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Technology recommendations
• Androids are cheaper…

• But you need a gmail account
• Solution: Make a study email account

• Make sure the device screen is large
• This helps see skip patterns
• More user friendly; happy staff=happy study

• Budget data for field staff to send data
• Set up tablets BEFORE you go to the field 
• Try different WiFi connections if you are having 

trouble (4G, for example)
• Try to make sure tablets aren’t being used for 

personal use (wear and tear, loss, theft)
43



Extra slides—time permitting 



Make instruments quickly pt 1
1) Check out the shared library for 
validated scales

Thousands of 
ready made 
scales…often 
with scoring!
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Make instruments quickly pt 2
2) Use excel to upload questions

All the options in the 
online format are 
now column headers

Easily edit questions 
or add questions

You can even edit 
branching, i.e. skip 
patterns
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Repeating instruments
• When you want to ask 

someone a question 
multiple times at one 
time point

• Medications and doses

• When you want to 
collect data not 
necessarily tied to a visit

• Hospitalizations, or 
counts of some outcome
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Finalizing your project online
• REDCap walks you through the 

seven steps you should take to make 
your project “live”

• Pro tip:
• Take snapshots of your measures as 

you develop them
• Online designer tab, only while in draft 

mode
• Save a backup version of your study 

once finalized
• Other functionalitysave copy
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Action tags
Action tags are a powerful way to further refine and/or improve 
your instruments. Some of my favorites include:
• @NOW

• For text box entry, enters current time and date
• @TODAY

• For text box entry, enters current date

• @NONEOFTHEABOVE 
• For a select all question, also makes a non of the above 

which doesn’t allow it to be selected simultaneously 
with one of the options

• @CHARLIMIT
• Limits text box to your chosen length

• @HIDDEN – my favorite!
• Makes a question hidden
• Can be used in conjunction with the @NOW to track 

survey times and to make sure it matches data collector 
entered @TODAY

• Can track average survey times
49



Adding external collaborators to your project
1. Use this link: https://ucsf.service-

now.com/ess/order_accounts.do
2. Select the REDCap Request option.
3. On the second page of the form enter 

the person’s name in the User 1 Name 
field. Select the appropriate person’s 
name from the drop-down menu.

4. If the collaborator is non-UCSF select 
the “Check this box” option and 
complete the First Name, Last Name 
and Email fields. Ignore the UCSF ID 
field.
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Additional REDCap Features

• Scheduling feature
• Record ID is REDCap made. For longitudinal studies, you may 

want to make a document linking it with your unique id. 
• Data reports—especially useful if you code scale scores
• Data reports-most useful on forms with no skip patterns
• Data comparison tool 
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Resources

• https://projectredcap.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/In-Depth-
Guide.pdf

• https://projectredcap.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/REDCap-
Mobile-App-Guide.docx

• There are lots of youtube videos on Longitudinal modules and 
repeating measures which I highly recommend

• You can email me too: Lila.Sheira@ucsf.edu
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